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ABSTRACT
Context. The magnetic field in the Galactic Center (GC) is challenging to measure in detail due to its large distance
in combination with a difficult foreground estimate. More precise knowledge is, however, required in particular in the
context of proper modeling of Cosmic Ray (CR) transport. A detailed model of the magnetic field in the GC region,
therefore, is not only required in order to understand the origin of CRs but also for appropriate modeling of electron
transport with the resulted synchrotron spectra, as well as background estimates for dark matter searches in this region.
For this kind of modeling, the gas distribution is equally important, as the production of high-energy gamma-ray via
hadronic interaction depends on it.
Aims. In this work, we are putting together and interpreting available data from the Galactic Center region in order to
model both the gas distribution and the magnetic field configuration.
Methods. We derive the configuration and strength of the total magnetic field in the GC via a combination of an
analytical and divergence-free model for the diffuse inter-cloud medium and information from local molecular clouds
and non-thermal filaments which are based on investigations from previous works and the molecular gas density.
Results. We present a comprehensive model of the magnetic field in the central 200 pc of the Galaxy. It can be shown
that the model is compatible with recent polarization data. In first test simulations of cosmic-ray transport, we can show
that using this more detailed magnetic field configuration in comparison to large-scale magnetic field configurations
that discard the direct information from the GC has a significant impact on the propagation profiles of cosmic-rays.
Key words. Magnetic field model – Galactic Center – Central Molecular Zone – Molecular Cloud – Non-thermal
Filament
1. Introduction
CR propagation is highly influenced by the ambient condi-
tions. Especially the structure and strength of the magnetic
field are often modeled in a simplified way. Global mod-
els like by Jansson & Farrar (in the following abbreviated
as JF12 ) (Jansson & Farrar 2012; Unger & Farrar 2019;
Kleimann et al. 2018), Sun, X. H. et al. (2008), Jaffe et al.
(2013) or the recently published model by Shukurov et al.
(2019) do not consider the GC region. Reasons for this ne-
glect probably are the huge amount of data of the Milky
Way (MW) which are inconclusive due to the tremendous
activity in the GC and difficult to interpet due to the com-
plex line of sight (los) effects. Nevertheless, a large fraction
of the CR flux is supposed to come from the GC region. The
high activity in the GC and the ambient conditions (see be-
low) make the investigation of the magnetic field essential
and the modeling of the field structure as accurate as pos-
sible necessary. Due to the circumstances that direct mea-
surements of the field in the GC are difficult, no global mag-
netic field model exists for the GC which describes the field
structure and strength. Still, many individual works have
been published on the observation of small scale objects in
the GC such as non-thermal filaments (NTF) (LaRosa et al.
2005, 2000, 2001; Yusef-Zadeh 2003a; Law et al. 2008; Lang
et al. 1999; Lang et al. 1999; Anantharamaiah et al. 1999,
1991; Reich et al. 1988; Yusef-Zadeh & Morris 1987) and
molecular clouds (MCs) (Wardle & Königl 1990; Kauffmann
et al. 2017b; Federrath et al. 2016) including the magnetic
field structure in these compact regions. Moreover, Chuss
et al. (2003) published polarization data within the GC for
a longitudinal extent of |y| ≤ 50 pc and Nishiyama et al.
(2010) for |y| ≤ 150 pc. However, no spatially collective
model of the total magnetic field strength and structure
exists that describes the diffuse and compact components
comprehensively.
In this paper, we use existing pieces of information to
offer a description of the magnetic field in the central 200
pc around the GC that is as detailed as possible with the
current data. We derive a total magnetic field via a combi-
nation of a model for: (1.) the diffuse inter-cloud medium,
(2.) local NTF and (3.) local MC regions. The background
magnetic field in the first and second region is based on
a divergence-free dominant poloidal field model whereas a
dominant horizontal field model describes the third region.
The geometry and polarization observations of the first two
regions constrain the magnetic field structure and the free
parameters. Though in MCs the rotational velocity and the
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gas density determine the magnetic field orientation. Preas-
signed and observed field strengths are given in all distinc-
tive regions except in some MCs and are considered as aver-
age values. Since the gas density in all MCs is > 104 cm−3,
the remaining and undetermined field strengths are de-
duced from the equipartation energy condition. The results
of this work can be used for any purpose of CR propagation
in the GC region concerning important future treatments
at high accuracy. But they are also useful to improve the
modeling of CR interactions as the presented model is based
on a correlation between the gas and the magnetic field. In
particular, modeling the high-energy gamma-ray detection
made with H.E.S.S. will be possible in much more detail
and this way helps to understand what causes the PeVatron-
signature. The detected outflows at γ-ray (Michelson et al.
2010; Su et al. 2010) microwave (Finkbeiner 2004; Dobler
2012) and radio wavelengths (Pedlar et al. 1989) are also in
need of proper modeling, requiring the GC magnetic field
structure. Further, the γ-ray excess detected with Fermi in
the GC region (Ackermann et al. 2017) and its interpreta-
tion as a signature of the annihilation of weakly interact-
ing massive dark matter particles (Ackermann et al. 2017;
Dobler et al. 2011) can be investigated in more detail. A
regular assignment and classification cannot be done with-
out a realistic background magnetic field or gas distribution
as many compelling and powerful sources are omnipresent.
This paper is structured as follows. The present intro-
duction is followed by the collective information of the last
decades on the ambient conditions in the GC in Chapter
2. Here, we also present our new model which describes
the gas and most prominent NTFs distribution. Chapter 3
represents the central part of this work. It considers the
knowledge of the magnetic field in the GC region up to
the present. Moreover, it introduces a novel model, and
the results are visualized concerning the gas distribution
and NTFs. Chapter 4 then presents the application of our
model using the CR propagation tool CRPropa which is in-
troduced as well. The results are compared with the prop-
agation in the magnetic field of Jansson & Farrar (2012).
The last chapter gives a summary, conclusion as well as an
outlook.
2. The Galactic Center
The natural conditions of the GC make it one of the most
exciting regions in our Galaxy. It defines the innermost re-
gion of the Galaxy at a distance of 8.5 kpc from the Sun.
In this work, we use Galactocentric Cartesian coordinates
(x, y, z) where the x-axis points toward the Sun. The y axis
corresponds to the direction l = +90° and the z-axis to-
ward the North Galactic Pole. The most densed region cor-
responds to a longitudinal extent of approximately a region
of |y| ' 200 pc around the supermassive black hole SgrA*
at the point of origin and a latitudinal extent of 30-60 pc.
This region is also known as the Central Molecular
Zone (CMZ), and the ambient medium is dominated by
molecular gas. The region within a Galactocentric radius of
|r| ' 430 pc contains about 3% - 10% of the total gas and
star formation in the Milky Way (Kauffmann 2017). The
complex structure of the massive gas clouds in the CMZ re-
quires an adequate model of the ambient conditions. More-
over, recent observations by H.E.S.S. reveal non-thermal
emission from the GC (Abramowski et al. 2016; Abdalla
et al. 2018) indicating a hadronic accelerator, a so-called
PeVatron that can accelerate particles up to energies of the
first break in the CR energy spectrum, the so-called CR
knee. Many exciting and powerful sources are present in
the GC region that could be responsible for injecting such
a high-energy flux:
1. the supermassive black hole SgrA∗ located at the point
of origin (Ghez et al. 1998);
2. the supernova remnant (SNR) SgrA East whose center
lies at distance of 2 pc from SgrA∗ (F. Haardt, V. Gorini,
U. Moschella, A. Treves, M. Colpi 2016);
3. the SNR G0.9+0.1 at a distance of '130 pc from SgrA∗
(Abdalla et al. 2018);
4. other SNRs like G359.0 -0.9 (LaRosa et al. 2000),
G359.10 -0.5 (LaRosa et al. 2000),G0.30 +0.04 (Kassim
& Frail 1996; LaRosa et al. 2000), G0.9 +0.1 Abdalla
et al. (2018), Sgr D (Sidoli, L. et al. 2001);
5. unidentified pulsars. Recently, an identified γ-ray source
has been detected by H.E.S.S., labeled HESS J1746-285
(Abdalla et al. 2018) and is consistent with emission
from the pulsar wind nebula G0.13-0.11.
2.1. Mass distribution
The non-thermal signatures that are connected to CRs are
produced after the CRs have been transported diffusively
through the magnetic field. The structure and strength of
the magnetic field are an important part for the modeling
of the directional and energetical pattern of the particles.
As the local magnetic field strength in the GC cannot be
determined by direct measurements except for few Zeeman
measurements (e.g., Lin et al. (2000)), a correlation between
the B-field and the gas density n will be considered. This
is one reason why we present a detailed state-of-the-art in-
ventory on the mass distribution in this section. The mass
distribution is furthermore required for the interpretation
of gamma-ray observations in terms of hadronic processes.
In hadronic processes, gamma-rays are produced via CR
interaction with the gas. The resulting neutral pions decay
into gamma-rays. Thus, even for this interaction process,
knowledge on the gas distribution is crucial.
Specifically concerning the localized regions with high
gas density, such as MCs, the magnetic field is sheared out.
The configuration and in particular the field strength are
influenced and changed with respect to the diffuse medium.
Although Ferrière et al. (2007) presented the average gas
density distribution for the CMZ, this model does not re-
solve local structures such as MCs or the inner 10 pc. There-
fore, this model will only be considered for the diffuse in-
tercloud (IC) medium (ICM). This leads to the following
concept of composing a total density profile of the GC re-
gion out of three individual components:
1. the diffuse component as the diffuse ICM;
2. localized dense regions in the form of identified MCs;
3. a separate modeling of the inner 10 pc, including
the known sub-structures surrounding the supermassive
black hole SgrA∗.
On what observations these three components are based
and how we model them will be described below.
2.1.1. Diffuse component
The microwave signature of the wavelength of 18 cm is
believed to be responsible for an increase in the OH-18
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cm absorption which arises from the absorption of the mi-
crowave photons with gas in front of the continuum region.
A high diffuse 18-cm continuum emission has been detected
by Sawada et al. (2004) and Karlsson et al. (2003) in the
GC region which Sawada et al. (2004) used to compared the
molecular line survey CO 2.6-mm emission with the OH 18-
cm absorption. Here, the CO line tracks the molecular gas
in the whole CMZ, whereas the OH absorption spots the
matter in front of the GC. Considering this difference, the
ratio of OH/CO can be used to derive the position of the
gas. Adapted from this work, Ferrière et al. (2007) Ferrière
et al. (2007) built an analytical 3D model describing the
gas distribution in the CMZ.
For this work, we subtract the mass of all MCs as well
as the inner 10 pc structure masses from the total mass ob-
tained in Ferrière et al. (2007), as we will model those com-
ponents in more detail individually. Accordingly, we calcu-
late a new normalization factor. This becomes necessary, as
the total mass has been scaled down by the subtraction of
the sub-structures. In doing so, the diffuse IC mass distri-
bution is described as
ndiffuse =2 · n0,H2 exp
(−f(X,Y )4) · exp(−( z
18 pc
)2
)
+n0,H exp
(−f(X,Y )4) · exp(−( z
54 pc
)2
)
(1)
with the definitions
f(X,Y ) =
√
X2 + (2.5Y )2 − 125 pc
137 pc
X :=(x+ 50 pc) cos(70°) + (y − 50 pc) sin(70°)
Y :=− (x+ 50 pc) sin(70°) + (y − 50 pc) cos(70°)
n0,H2 :=128.4 cm−3
n0,H :=7.5 cm−3 . (2)
2.1.2. Molecular Clouds
Kaufmann et al. (2017) Kauffmann et al. (2017a) launched
the Galactic Center Molecular Cloud Survey (GCMS)
which provides us with data concerning the position in
Galactic Coordinates, the radius, and the mean H2 particle
density of clouds in the CMZ. This concerns particularly the
objects Sgr C, G0.253+0.016, Sgr D, dust ridge C and D,
Sgr B1-off and Sgr B2. The masses and radii were derived
using Herschel data where the target region was selected
using SCUBA 850 µm dust emission maps. In addition,
Sgr B2 is based on the results of Goldsmith et al. (1990)
Goldsmith et al. (1990) and the density distribution is as-
sumed to be spherically symmetric and non-homogeneous
distributed. Here, continuum observations at 1300 µm are
used with the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory
(FCRAO) telescope, and at 1100, 850, 450, and 350 µm us-
ing the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT). Further,
six different dust ridges are taken into account from Walker
et al. (2018); Immer et al. (2012); Walker et al. (2015); Pil-
lai et al. (2015). It turns out that the source Sgr B1-off
has been identified as dust ridge E and F. We assume that
the mass of Sgr B1-off is included in the dust ridges and
thus neglect this source in our modeling. Finally, an H-II
region in Sgr D is been included considering the size and
position in LaRosa et al. (2000) and the density as given
in Lis et al. (1991). The resulting parameters of the above-
described clouds are presented in Table 1. The clouds 20
km s−1 and 50 km s−1 are located in the most inner part of
the GC (10 pc) and thus will also be described in the next
section.
2.1.3. Inner 10 pc
The morphology of the mass distribution in the central
10 pc around SgrA∗ is of particular importance as SgrA∗
is one of the most interesting candidates for CR acceler-
ation (Abdalla et al. 2018; Abramowski et al. 2016) and
thus the CR propagation in this central region is of high
importance. Even if the sources of CRs would mainly lie
outside of this inner core, diffusion would lead to the prop-
agation of particles into the central 10 pc and again make
a sophisticated modeling of both the gas distribution and
magnetic field configuration important. Ferrière (2012) has
constructed a realistic three-dimensional picture of this re-
gion by reviewing existing observational studies. Table 2
lists ten components by order of decreasing density that
are adopted according to the 3D morphology and density
derived in Ferrière (2012). The locations and sizes are taken
from Ferrière (2012). The combined gas density distribution
is visualized in Figures 1 and 2. It demonstrates the pat-
tern representing the localized medium together with (Fig.
1) and without (Fig. 2) the diffuse ICM.
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Fig. 1. Combined gas density of the CMZ region in units of
cm−3. Here, the diffuse ICM is shown as gray contours. Each
contour represents a density level. The color scale ranging from
light orange to dark red represents the localized components.
The axes are given in units of pc.
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Fig. 2. Particle density in cm−3 without consideration of the
diffuse ICM. Labeling as in Fig. 1.
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2.2. Filaments
Due to the dynamics in the GC, the origin of NTFs is so far
not well understood. However, the presence of local NTFs,
as they are very emissive in the radio range, indicates strong
magnetic fields and relativistic electrons. Several reason-
able alternatives are describing the formation process. The
first scenario (more detailed Benford (1988), Lesch & Reich
(1992), Serabyn & Morris (1994), Uchida et al. (1996) and
Staguhn et al. (1998)) suggests the relativistic electrons to
originate from fast-moving clouds. Hence, the interaction
between the background magnetic field and these clouds
fulfills both ingredients for generating Synchrotron radia-
tion. However, the second alternative explanation is, e.g.,
given by Yusef-Zadeh (2003b) and suggests a link to star-
formation regions where collective winds of massive WR
and OB stars generate shock waves. Within a dense stel-
lar region, thus particles can be accelerated to relativistic
energies. We are interested in NTFs due to the link of the
Synchrotron radiation and the magnetic field.
LaRosa et al. (2000) presented a wide-field 90 cm-VLA
image of the GC region. They cataloged the 90 cm flux
density, position, and size of NTFs among other objects.
Some of the sources were also investigated concerning their
20 cm/90 cm spectral index. Furthermore, isolated NTFs
show a constant spectral index of α ≈ −0.6, consistent with
a relatively flat, first-order-Fermi accelerated electron pop-
ulation. We summarize the properties of these filaments as
found in LaRosa et al. (2000) in Table 3. Figure 3 visualizes
the non-thermal filaments relative to the cloud distribution
and their geometry.
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Fig. 3. Particle density in cm−3 without the consideration of
the ICM. The blacks cylinders demonstrate the position and the
size of the filaments
3. The Magnetic field in the CMZ
Global magnetic field models for the MW were derived pre-
viously in order to have an analytical model for particular
CR propagation. Divergence-freeness of the JF12 field has
been implemented in Kleimann et al. (2018); Unger & Far-
rar (2019), which makes the model useful for MHD simula-
tions as well, in which the lack of sources and sinks is of high
importance. The JF12 model and its updates, however, do
not explicitly take into account the central 1 kpc of the
disk component, because it is difficult to describe by direct
measurements of the magnetic field. Using this field for CR
propagation through the whole Galaxy leads to magnetic
mirror effects which leads to a trapping of CRs inside 1 kpc
Merten (2015). Interpolating the disk field from further out
has been used for CR propagation model such by Merten
et al. (2017). This is a good first approximation for global
CR models, but it is doubtful that CR propagation and its
signatures in the Galactic Center can be studied properly
with this simplified approach. But even global propagation
models can rely on the magetic field configuration in the
Galactic Center region - the CR source density is expected
to be highest in the central part of the Galaxy and local
diffusion in the first kpc could change the global result as
well. It is the aim of this paper to start to answer these open
questions by first building a more sophisticated model of
the CMZ magnetic field region (from now on GBFD19 and
make a first comparison with the simplified JF12 extrap-
olation in the Galactic Center region. This section focuses
on building the model for the inner radius of 200 pc, while
Section 4 presents first simulations that compares the two
approaches.
3.1. Magnetic field observations in the CMZ
Although many investigations, e.g., polarization measure-
ments from far-infrared to near-infrared wavelengths or at
radio wavelength were performed (Nishiyama et al. 2010;
Chuss et al. 2003; Novak et al. 2003), the magnetic field
strength and orientation in some regions in the CMZ re-
main rather uncertain. Still, they provide us with pieces of
information on a general structure and intensity of the field
as summarized below for the three different density regions
- the MCs, NTFs and the diffuse ICM. Pieces of evidence
for the directionality in the CMZ is the following:
1. B ∼ poloidal in the diffuse ICM and NTF region:
– Nishiyama et al. (2010) present a polarization map
deduced from near-infrared wavelength of nearly the
whole CMZ that exhibits the existence of a poloidal
field for |b| > 0.4 deg.
– LaRosa et al. (2005) refer to an approximately
poloidal component in the diffuse ICM with typi-
cally 10 µG field strength.
– The NTFs can best be described by a poloidal com-
ponent (LaRosa et al. 2001). One exception is the
Pelican region, which reveals a dominantly horizon-
tal orientation (LaRosa et al. 2000).
2. B ∼ horizontal in the MC region:
– The dense clouds, on the other hand, require a
dominant horizontal field component (Ferrière 2009;
Nishiyama et al. 2010).
– Far-infrared polarization measurements from dust
indicate a magnetic field which is predominantly par-
allel to the Galactic Plane for |b| < 0.4 (Nishiyama
et al. 2010) where most of the cloud are located.
This indicates that the X-field, component modeled
for the large-scale magnetic field in the JF12 pa-
per is sub-dominant in the CMZ for small Galactic
longitudes.
– Chuss et al. (2003) (sub-millimeter observation),
Nishiyama et al. (2009) (from far-infrared (FIR)
and sub-millimeter observations), and several other
groups suggest a dominant horizontal magnetic field
component with respect to the Galactic Plane in
dense regions.
Pieces of evidence for the magnetic field strength are sum-
marized here:
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– Although the measurement of the magnetic field
strength at the event horizon of SgrA* is still inaccessi-
ble, in simulations, it requires a magnetic field strength
of about 30-100 G at the event horizon in order to ex-
plain the synchrotron radiation (Eatough et al. 2013;
Mościbrodzka et al. 2009; Dexter et al. 2010). There-
fore, we will keep this request for our assumption. The
field is supposed to be azimuthally sheared by the dif-
ferential rotation (Johnson et al. 2015). Johnson et al.
(2015) found evidence for a partially ordered fields near
the event horizon (∼6 Schwarzschild radii) and as well
as a associated variability within a hour.
– The simulation results from Peratt (1984) and suggest
a magnetic field strength up to 10 mG inside the inner
10 pc. However, the magnetic field might be weaker on
average than 10 mG as the dynamics in the dominant
cloud Circumnuclear disk (CND) cannot be dominated
by the magnetic field but by gravity. Such a high field
strength, though, would dominate the dynamics in the
cloud (Morris 1990). The highest detection of the field
strength inside 10 pc was ∼ 3 mG (Plante et al. 1995)
based on the detection of HI Zeeman splitting.
– The dense clouds are discussed to have a typical field
strength of 1 mG (Ferrière 2009) (see Table 1).
– The NTFs also shows a magnetic field strength up to 1
mG obtained from the radio luminosity and the related
equipartition magnetic field (see Table 3).
In summary, the background magnetic field in the ICM
and the NTF regions1 is predominantly poloidal, whereas
the horizontal field dominates in the MC regions. Addi-
tionally, each region has a specific field strength with the
evidence as discussed above. These pieces of information to-
gether with the constraints from electrodynamics (in partic-
ular∇·B = 0) can be used to develop a first full description
of the magnetic field in the CMZ.
3.2. Determination of the field strength
Each region in the CMZ has a specific magnetic field
strength: the average field strength of each NTF region is
derived from observations which are listed and referenced
in Table 3. The emission from the isolated NTFs is highly
polarized. They have a strong magnetic field of ∼ 1 mG
derived from the radio luminosity which is aligned along
their long axis (LaRosa et al. 2001) and is deduced from
the radio luminosity
An average value of BIC ≈10 µG determines the field
strength in the ICM (Ferrière 2009; LaRosa et al. 2005).
In contrast, only three clouds out of 10 (CND (Wardle &
Königl 1990), Dust Ridge A (Federrath et al. 2016) and Sgr
B2 (Crutcher et al. 1996)) have been investigated observa-
tionally concerning their average magnetic field strength.
However, it is possible to deduce the magnetic field strength
in MCs indirectly from other measured parameters. As a
consequence of magnetic flux conservation, in a simple case
of adiabatic compression, while due to gravity the clouds
are collapsed, the field lines in the plasma are frozen. In
this case, a correlation of |B| ∝ nα with α ∈ [0, 1] where α
depends on the compression direction of the gas pressure
relative to the magnetic field pressure, is yield theoreti-
cally. In fact, in MCs with high densities n & 300 cm−3
1 Except for the Pelican region, which particularly has a dom-
inant horizontal component (LaRosa et al. 2000)
the correlation between the magnetic field strength and the
gas density in MCs has been confirmed by observations
(Mouschovias 1976a,b; Crutcher 1999; Tritsis et al. 2015;
Kudoh et al. 2007) to follow α = 1/2. This finding confirms
that the compression of the clouds causes a compression
of the field lines and thus delivers a constant ratio of the
magnetic pressure and gas pressure.
const. =
B2
8pimp nC2
, (3)
where C represents the isothermal speed of sound. Equ. (3)
leads to a correlation between the field strength and the
particle density, B ∝ √n. MCs in the GC have typical den-
sities on the order of n ∼ 104 cm−3 which are very well
suitable to Equ. (3) as observed field strengths of CND,
Dust Ridge A, and Sgr B2 can be reproduced. Wardle &
Königl (1990) provide the normalization for the proportion-
ality in MCs near the GC as
|Beq| = 1.5 mG · ( n
104 cm−3
)
1
2 . (4)
Here, we assume Beq to correspond to the average field
strength of the MCs BMC. The values that we receive when
using the measured densities for the objects Dust Ridge A
and Sgr B2 in order to calculate the B field match the ob-
served values well (see Table 1). Thus, we apply this model
to the other MCs as well. The results are shown in Table 1
(outer region).
The values BIC, BNTF and BMC which are based on ob-
servations, will be interpreted as the average values in the
region of interest and will determine the normalization fac-
tor of the models used in this work.
3.3. Modeling the field structure
In this paper, we will make use of the observational results
of previous works and suggestions mentioned above con-
cerning the directionality and strength of the magnetic field.
As argued above, we consider the magnetic field strengths
in Tables 1 & 3 as derived from their correlation to the
local densities. Additionally, we will make use of analytical
divergence-free magnetic field models and constrain the free
parameters by the geometrical structure, location, and size
of the considered regions and objects. The details of this
mathematical approach are described below.
The choice of the model is based on the assumption
that the large-scale magnetic field in the GC region was
initially poloidal and, hereafter, inside molecular clouds,
this poloidal field got sheared out horizontally with respect
to the Galactic Plane where the gravitational energy den-
sity is higher than the energy density of the magnetic field
(Chuss et al. 2003). An alternative explanation is given by
the winds induced by supernova explosions in the CMZ,
which cause deviations from an horizontal field outside the
dense molecular clouds. The first explanation is the most
common way to explain the magnetic field in the CMZ. The
normalization factor is found by assuming the derived and
observed magnetic field strength in Table 1 & 3 to be an
average value inside the objects. First of all, we introduce
the poloidal magnetic field model in Section 3.3.1 that is
based on the model presented by Ferrière & Terral (2014),
as this can be used to both describe the IC and NTF re-
gions. We will apply this poloidal magnetic field model to
the IC and NTF regions.
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In contrast, the poloidal field does not apply to the MC
regions, as the magnetic field is predominantly horizontally
oriented. Thus, a new horizontal magnetic field model will
exclusively be derived for the MCs in the CMZ, and the
natural configuration of the new model will be based on
the conditions in these regions. Therefore, Section 3.3.2 will
introduce the new model and constrain the parameters by
the boundary conditions also described in the same section,
for both the outer clouds and the inner 10 pc.
3.3.1. The poloidal field model
Ferrière & Terral (2014) published an analytical expression
of poloidal and x-shaped divergence-free magnetic fields
models. A good description of a poloidal field is given by
Model C described in equations (80) & (81) in Ferrière &
Terral (2014)
Br =
2 a r31 z
r2
·Bs(r, φ, z)
Bφ = 0
Bz =
r21
r2
·Bs(r, φ, z) (5)
with
r1 =
r
1 + a z2
and Bs = B1 e−r1/L cos(m(φ− g(r, z))). (6)
From now on the magnetic field given by Ferrière & Terral
- Model C (FT14-C) is called BC = (Br, 0, Bz). Here, L
denotes the radial exponential scale length. Further, m is
the azimuthal wavenumber (m = 0 for axisymmetric, m=1
for bi-symmetric andm=2 quadri-symmetric, ... field lines).
For simplicity and due to the lack of information on the
azimuthal wave number, we usem = 0 for all poloidal fields.
B1 is the magnetic field strength normalization factor and
g(r, z) a smoothly varying function of r and z. Finally, a is
strictly positive free parameters governing the opening of
field lines away from the z-axis.
The magnetic field in the diffuse InterCloud medium As the
background magnetic field, i.e., in the ICM, is predomi-
nantly poloidally oriented, for this region we will make use
of the poloidal field model as described in Equ. (5). The
background magnetic field in the ICM, from now on BCIC ,
is assumed to follow the mass distribution in the CMZ as de-
scribed in Ferrière et al. (2007). There, the semi-major axis
corresponds to 250 pc with an axis ratio of 2.5. Transform-
ing this property to an axisymmetric description delivers a
radius of RIC =158 pc. The radial exponential scale length
is then given by assuming RIC = at half-max value of B.
L =
RIC
ln(2)
= 114 pc. (7)
The parameter a governing the opening of field lines away
from the z-axis will be determined by comparing the config-
uration obtained by this model and the polarization map of
Nishiyama et al. (2010). Here, we consider a region which
does not contain any significant NTF or MCs. In doing so,
we assume we may neglect the magnetic field contributed by
the NTF and MC regions and just have a dominant back-
ground magnetic field of the ICM. Therefore, we take the
region from −200 pc< y < −125 pc in to account. Varying
a from 1/(1 pc)2 to 1/(100 pc)2, a best fitting procedure
delivers a = 1/(42 pc)2 which leads to similar disk thick-
ness as used in Ferrière et al. (2007). Figure 4 displays both
configurations for our best fit value.
Polarization degree
0.0   1.0   0.80  0.60  0.40  0.20  
90.0  
Y in pc
200.  -200. 
Z in pc
-90.0 
Z 
in  
pc
-90.
-200.
Fig. 4. Magnetic field configuration as derived for BIC is vi-
sualized by black dashes lines and by colored dashed lines as
measured by Nishiyama et al. (2010).
The fitting parameter B1 is determined by assuming
that the average value of the model needs to match the ob-
served value, i.e.: the normalization factor B1 is determined
by using the observed magnetic field strengths, interpreting
them as the average values present in the region of interest,
here the diffuse ICM, BIC
In the IC region, BIC = 10 µG is the assumed to corre-
spond to the true average value, following the results from
Ferrière (2009); LaRosa et al. (2005) as already discussed
above. Within the model, we can determine the average
value as
B =(
1
V
∫
V
√
B2r +B
2
z dV )
=αB1
!
= BIC = 10µG . (8)
with α := V −1
(∫
V
exp(− r1L ) ·
√
4 a2 r61 z
2
r4 +
r41
r4 dV
)
. Here,
each term in the square root denotes the average field
strength of the r and z component in the considered re-
gion, with the total volume V of the CMZ. Thus, B1 can
be determined as
B1 =
BIC
α
(9)
Solving this equation delivers α ≈ 0.85 and therefore
B1 =
BIC
α
≈ 12µG . (10)
Figure 5 illustrates the application of the poloidal magnetic
field model in the IC region, projected onto the Y −Z-plane.
Due to the symmetry of the equation in Y andX, this graph
represents the X − Z-plane as well.
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Magnetic field strength in ŒºG
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-
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Z 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Fig. 5. The magnetic field strength in µG in the IC region.
The relative length of the arrows/pixels represents the relative
magnetic field strength.
The magnetic field in the NTF regions As discussed pre-
viously, there is observational evidence that NTFs can be
described by a purely poloidal magnetic field model and
thus by Equ. (5).
The only exception is the NTF Pelican, which is pre-
dominantly horizontally oriented (LaRosa et al. 2000) and
demands a horizontally oriented magnetic field. Each of the
NTFs demands an individual adaption of the free parame-
ters of the poloidal model presented above. Similar to Equ.
(7), the radial exponential scale length L is given by
L =
RNTF
ln(2)
=
∆l
2 · ln(2) (11)
where ∆l denotes the horizontal extent of the NTF which
is presented in Table 3. The parameter a determines the
decrease with respect to the z-axis but also as mentioned
above the opening of the field lines. Considering the obser-
vation, the magnetic field contributed by a NTF should not
be dominant outside the NTF region. If we regard Figure
5 and pull apart the opening of the field lines, then the
X-shape transforms to a good Gaussian distribution func-
tion with respect to the z-axis. The vertical Gaussian scale
should give us in best case a good value of a for an ap-
proximately purely vertical configuration. In this case, the
vertical Gaussian scale yields
1√
a
=
H√
ln(2)
=
∆b
2 ·√ln(2) (12)
where ∆b denotes the vertical extent of each NTF and is
presented in Table 3. The comparison of the z-profile of the
poloidal field model at (x, y) = (0, 0) and the profile of a
Gaussian distribution ∝ exp(−b · z2) is presented in Figure
6. Applying the poloidal field model to the NTF Sgr C, the
best fit value for the Gaussian parameter b ≈ 0.075pc2 is
nearly identical to the parameter a ' 0.061/pc2.
100 50 0 50 100
z in pc
0
50
100
150
200
B 
in
 
G BSgrC
exp( b z2)
Fig. 6. The z−profile of the poloidal magnetic field strength
in units of µG (blue, solid line) in comparison to a Gaussian
distribution (red, dashed line).
The following Figures show the confirmation of our ex-
pectation concerning the magnetic field configuration.
Magnetic field strength in ŒºG
Z in pc
50.0  
100.  
150.  
0.00  
Z
-26.5 
X Y
23.5  Magnetic field strength in μG
Magnetic field strength in ŒºG
X in pc
50.0  
100.  
150.  
0.00  
Z
-5.00 
X Y
5.00  
Magnetic field strength in μGMagnetic field strength in μG
Fig. 7. The magnetic field strength in Sgr C visualized by the re-
lated 3D magnetic field configuration. The lower figure displays
a zoomed view.
The normalization factor B1 is calculated in the same
way as presented in Equ. (9). Again, the normalization
factor B1 is determined for each NFT individually from
the measured values of the average magnetic field strength
BNTF in each NFT presented in Table 3. The factor α,
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determined from the primary parameters including the vol-
ume of the region, becomes about the same for all NTFs,
i.e. α ≈ 0.256 and thus, the measured value of the average
magnetic field in each NTF, BNFT scales linearly with B1:
B1 ≈ BNFT
0.26
. (13)
The different configuration in the NTF region Pelican
should be considered. As the NTF Pelican is perpendic-
ular to all other NTFs, we will apply a rotation matrix at
the x-axis, which yields
R̂ =
(
1 0 0
0 cosβ − sinβ
0 sinβ cosβ
)
(14)
with β = 90°. Thus,
BPelican = R̂B =
(
Bx
Bz
By
)
(15)
is obtained. The total magnetic field in the NTF regions,
from now on BCNTF, is given by a superposition of the mag-
netic field in each NTF region. Figure 8 illustrates the ap-
plication of the poloidal magnetic field model in all NTF
regions.
0.0   
Magnetic field strength in ŒºG
1.5e+031.0e+035.0e+02
-150. 
Y in pc200.  
Z
Z
-90.0 
XY
90.0  
-90.0
μG
-200.
Fig. 8. The magnetic field strength in µG in the given NTFs.
The relative length of the arrows/pixels represents the relative
magnetic field strength.
3.3.2. A horizontal field model for the MC regions
The magnetic field in the dense MCs is predominantly par-
allel to the Galactic Plane, i.e., it is dominated by the φ and
the r component. This horizontal configuration has most
likely been formed out of an originally poloidal field as de-
scribed above. Here, we will make use of observational find-
ing and relate the azimuthal magnetic field component Bφ
to the radial component Br according to Wardle & Königl
(1990) who derived the following relation in the GC as fitted
to the measurements of the polarization of the far-infrared
emission (Hildebrand et al. 1990a):∣∣∣∣BrBφ
∣∣∣∣ = η with η = 0.77 and Bz ≈ 0 (16)
for the innermost 5 pc of the CMZ which is also called
CND where the z-component of the magnetic field is found
to be relatively small in all MCs. Hereafter, we assume that
the relation in Equ. (16) also applies the outer clouds and
depends on the characteristics of the MCs. Using the pa-
rameters and relation of the CND summarized in Wardle
& Königl (1990), the following equation is given
η(n, vφ) = 0.77 · ( n
n0
)1/2 · ( |vφ|
110 km s−1
)−1 · ( ri
1.7 pc
) . (17)
Here, n denotes the hydrogen particle density, n0 the hydro-
gen particle density in the CND, vφ the intrinsic rotation
velocity of the clouds. Moreover, ri represents the maximum
radius of the ionized cavity inside the MC and the whole
last term will be set to 1 due to the lack of more detailed
information. For each cloud, η(n, vφ) will kept as a con-
stant. Wardle & Königl (1990) assumed a particle density of
104 cm−3 for the CND. Other groups rather discuss higher
densities, i.e. > 5 · 104 cm−3, e.g. Ferrière (2012); Serabyn
et al. (1986); Sutton et al. (1990); Bradford et al. (2005).
Here, we rely on the work of Ferrière (2012) who derives the
space-averaged density from the ratio of the CND mass to
its volume by considering observations and works from the
last decades, and take the value from Table 2 into account.
Therefore, we set n0 in Equ. (17) to 4.4× 105 cm−3 to ob-
tain the observed ratio η(n, vφ) = 0.77 in the region of the
CND. As the magnetic field strength is related to the gas
density according to Equ.(4), the magnetic field strength
should also be higher. Indeed, the magnetic field strength
in the CND is also found to be higher than in Wardle &
Königl (1990) according to Zeeman measurements (∼1-3
mG (Killeen et al. 1992; Plante et al. 1994)).
In MCs in the CMZ the gravitational and magnetic forces
dominate the dynamics. Thus, the rotation velocity can be
calculated by equating the rotational plus magnetic energy
with minus the gravitational energy and following the virial
theorem. The gravitational energy in the case of a power-
law density distribution following ρ ∝ r−α is given by Bel-
loche (2013)
EG = −GM
2
R
· 3− α
5− 2α , (18)
and the rotational energy by
Erot = −1
2
J (
vφ
R
)2 =
1
3
v2φM
3− α
5− α . (19)
As we include the magnetic field strength in the MC from
the observation as a constant and averaged value, the mag-
netic energy simplyfies to
Emag =
1
8pi
∫
V
B2dV =
B
2
MC
8pi
V (20)
For all MCs in the CMZ, we use α = 2, as a density distri-
bution of r−2 has been argued to be necessary for a cloud to
survive the tidal stresses and compensate the Galactic grav-
itational force through the Centrifugal force (Stark et al.
1989; Gusten & Philipp 2004). In doing so, we obtain
|vφ| =
√√√√∣∣∣∣∣9GMR − 3B
2
MCR
3
2M
∣∣∣∣∣ (21)
where G represents the gravitational constant, M the to-
tal mass and R the radius of the cloud. The comparison
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of the solution in Equ. (21) with the observed intrinsic ro-
tational velocity of 110 km/s by Guesten et al. (1987) of
the inner 5 pc including the CND exhibits a deviation 5 %
which is a good agreement considering the simple deriva-
tion and regarding the clumpy gas morphology in the inner
5 pc. Moreover, they assert lower rotational velocities at
radii >4 pc which matches our calculations. However, we
will consult Equ. (21) only in uninvestigated MCs concern-
ing their rotational velocity due to the lack of information.
The results are summarized in Table 1.
Further, vφ reveals the time scale for a single rotation ac-
cording to tr = 2pi R/vφ. The lifetime or rather collapse
time tc of a MC can approximately be calculated by con-
sidering the rotational, magnetic, gravitational and trans-
lational energy (Erot+Etrans+EG+Emag = 0). Comparing
the resulted rotation time with the lifetime of the MCs re-
veals a ratio tr/tc = 1− 7, i.e. the MCs have few roational
periods during their lifetime. This reasons that the MCs
are not able to shear out the magnetic field azimuthally in
an effective way which prohibits a purely azimuthal compo-
nent. This is also recognizable in the corresponding value
of η in Table 1 which is in average ∼ 1 as η correlates the
Br and Bφ component.
The MCs require a new magnetic field model which con-
tains the r and φ components and neglects Bz. Here, we
cannot consult the azimuthal field component which is pre-
sented by Ferrière & Terral (2014) as in their model the
Bz component is in our range of parameters always & Br
which does not conform to the observations such in the
CND region. On this purpose, we start creating a new an-
alytical magnetic field model by considering the Euler’s α
and β potential. In doing so, the magnetic field is naturally
divergence-free,
B =∇α×∇β =
(
Br
Bφ
0
)
. (22)
Here, we apply ∇ in cylindrical coordinates. Equ. (22) pro-
duces a magnetic field with a vanishing z-component for
instance if we choose β = z. In that representation, it fol-
lows
B =
 ∂∂rα1
r
∂
∂φα
∂
∂zα
×(00
1
)
=
 1r ∂∂φα− ∂∂rα
0
 = (BrBφ
0
)
(23)
In the zonal plane z the field lines can be given as
φ = fφ(α, r)
or r = fr(α, φ), (24)
where each value of α refers to a field line. Thus, an arbi-
trary, monotonic function of α that we call ψ(α) represents
the azimuthal angle of the field line at a specific radius ρ.
Here, ρ represents the reference radius and is arbitrarily
adjustable. This relation will simplify our calculation in or-
der to apply the boundary condition of Equ. (16) for the
determination of the field.
To begin with, we will use the transformation described
in Equ. (24) in Equ. (23) and we receive
B =
(
Br
Bφ
0
)
=
 1r ∂∂φα− ∂∂rα
0
 =
 1r ∂α∂ψ ∂ψ∂φ |r− ∂α∂ψ ∂ψ∂r |φ
0
 (25)
Our boundary condition is given in Equ. 17 with η :=
|Br/Bφ| = const.. We can apply this to determine ψ:∣∣∣∣BrBφ
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣1r drdφ
∣∣∣∣
ψ,ρ
!
= η = const. (26)
∓dr
r
|ρ = η (dφ|ψ)
∓ ln
(
r
ρ
)
= η (φ− ψ) . (27)
As in astrophysical context r extends to many magnitudes,
we can transform r −→ r + b with r  b and still hold
a constant ratio of Br and Bφ. In the same vein, we also
transform ρ −→ ρ + b. This transformation will be neces-
sary for avoiding singularities in the argument of cosinus
function in Equ.(31). The free parameters b needs to fulfill
r  b and later will be set to a negligible fraction of the
MC radius. Thus, the function ψ can be described as
ψ = φ± η−1 ln
(
r + b
ρ+ b
)
. (28)
The partial derivates become
∂ψ
∂φ
|r = 1 and ∂ψ
∂r
|φ = ±1
η
1
r + b
. (29)
Finally, we define ∂α/∂ψ := ρ · ξ(ψ) · h(z) and include an
arbitrary function of z which will not destroy the solenoidal
property of the field. In doing so, Equ. (25) becomes(
Br
Bφ
0
)
=
 ρr ξ(ψ) · h(z)∓η−1 ρr+b · ξ(ψ) · h(z)
0

≈
 ρr ξ(ψ) · h(z)∓η−1 · ρr ξ(ψ) · h(z)
0
 = B±. (30)
Here, we receive two solutions B− and B+, as only the
absolute value of the ratio between the radial and azimuthal
components of the magnetic field is known. This unknown
sign transforms into an unknown rotational direction that
needs to be constrained by observations, as we will discuss
later.
The next step will specify ξ(ψ). For this purpose, we as-
sume a simple cosinus which yields the same physical results
for φ = n · 2pi and n ∈ N. Moreover, this choice ensures the
physical reality of a magnetic field, i.e., the net magnetic
flux is zero as we will show below.
ξ(ψ) =B1 · cos(m · ψ)
=B1 · cos
(
±mη−1 · ln
(
(
r + b
ρ+ b
)
)
+m · φ
)
. (31)
Here, m denotes the azimuthal wavenumber as defined be-
fore. The field becomes(
Br
Bφ
0
)
=B1 · cos
(
±m · η−1 · ln
(
(
r + b
ρ+ b
)
)
+m · φ
)
· h(z) ·
 ρr∓η−1 · ρr+b
0
 . (32)
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The φ component of the magnetic field is a continuous func-
tion whereas the r component has a singularity at the ori-
gin. In mathematical terms, B is divergence-free as
∇B = 1
r
∂(r ·Br)
∂r
+
1
r
∂Bφ
∂φ
+ 0 = 0 (33)
for all combinations of r, φ and z. However, in physical
context the 1/r dependency in the r component could cause
a divergence so that the field lines are disturbed and not
closed and in particular result in an infinitely large field
component in the center of the clouds. We will first argue
for the case of a physically divergence-free magnetic field
and later tackle the question of an infinitely large field in the
center of the clouds. A physically divergence-free magnetic
field in cylindrical coordinates has a net magnetic flux of
zero through the surface of a cylinder with radius R and
the length extending from −a to a. The magnetic flux is
generally given by
Φm =
∫
A
n̂ ·B dA. (34)
In the case of a cylinder, there are three surfaces: lateral,
top and bottom
Φm1 =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ a
−a
R ·Br(R,φ, z)dφ dz (35)
Φm2 = −
∫ 2pi
0
∫ R
0
r ·Bz(R,φ,−a) dφ dr (36)
Φm3 =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ R
0
r ·Bz(R,φ, a) dφ dr (37)
Here, Φm1 denotes the flux through the side, i.e., er. Φm2
and Φm3 denote the fluxes through the bottom and top
surfaces, respectively. As ab initio, Bz(r, φ) is zero the ex-
pressions Φm2 and Φm3 are immediately zero which solely
leaves Φm1 . Φm1 has two possibilities to vanish:
1. ∫ 2pi
0
Br(R,φ) dφ =∫ 2pi
0
cos
(
±m · η−1 · ln
(
(
r + b
ρ+ b
)
)
+m · φ
)
dφ = 0
(38)
Here, Equ. (38) requires a wavenumber m 6= 0 and m ∈
N wherefore we will set m = 1 as there is no clue for an
explicit value and it ensures the solenoidal property.
2. ∫ a
−a
h(z) dz
!
= 0 and lim
z→±∞h(z)
!
= 0 (39)
In this case, the constraint of the choice of h(z) is given
by a continuous function and in the simplest case by an
odd function, e.g.
h(z) =
z
H
· exp
(
−( z
H
)2
)
. (40)
In order to constrain ξ(ψ) we will rely on the first condition,
and thus the choice of h(z) is just restricted by a continu-
ous function. A convenient description which also considers
the height of the MCs is given by the Gaussian vertical
distribution
h(z) = exp
(
− z
2
H2c
)
(41)
with Hc = H/(
√
ln(2)) and H as the MC height. From now
on, the reference radius ρ will be set to the radius of the
MCs, ρ := R. The same will be done for the height H = R
by performing a cylindrical approximation to the spheri-
cally symmetric MCs. Thus, the magnetic field in MCs has
been constrained to
B =B1 · cos
(
±m · η−1 · ln
(
(
r + b
R+ b
)
)
+m · φ
)
· exp
(
− z
2
H2c
)
·
 Rr∓η · Rr+b
0
 . (42)
The singularity of Br ∝ 1/r exists due to the spiral field
line caused by r(φ) (see Equ. (27)) where all field lines meet
at r = 0. In order to prevent this unphysical phenomenon,
we separate the field lines into two regions: the first region
for 0 < r < r′ and the second region for r′ < r. We prevent
the singularity within a small radius, i.e., in the first region,
by introducing a new φ component which connects two field
lines instead of allowing them to meet each other at the
point of origin with all other field lines as illustrated in
Figure 9.
r’
r’
Fig. 9. Upper figure: field lines meet at r = 0; lower figure:
the new azimuthal component connects two field lines for r < r′
instead of letting all field lines meet at r = 0.
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Therefore, within a radius [0, r′] (r′  R), we introduce
a modified field, which redistributes all incoming and out-
going field lines. This correction is also already done for
non-solenoidal parts of the Galactic magnetic field model
presented in Kleimann et al. (2018) and also in a similar
way in Terral & Ferrière (2017). As discussed earlier, the
divergence is supported by the factor R/r in the Br compo-
nent in Equ. (42). We will replace this factor by a differen-
tiable function p(r, r′) at the boundary r = r′. We choose a
second order polynomial including three coefficients which
is fully determined due to the differentiability condition
p(r, r′)|r=r′ =
R
r′
and
dp(r, r′)
dr
∣∣∣∣
r=r′
= − R
r′2
(43)
plus the request of equating p(0, r′) = 0. In doing so, we
obtain
p(r, r′) =
R
r′
(
3 · r
r′
− 2 · r
2
r′2
)
. (44)
With the help of this new function, we can now introduce
the new modified magnetic field
Bm =
p(r, r′)
R
r
·B. (45)
In this representation, the modified magnetic field becomes
non-solenoidal and violates the divergence-free condition,
∇ · Bm 6= 0. Thus, we have to include an additional term
into the φ component of the magnetic field that keeps the
field divergence-free:
∇ · (Bm +Bφ,new · eφ) =
1
r
∂(r ·Br,m)
∂r
+
1
r
∂(Bφ,m +Bφ,new)
∂φ
!
= 0 . (46)
⇐⇒
Bφ,new =− ∂(r · p(r, r
′))
∂r
·
∫ φ
φ0
Br(ψ(φ
′)) dφ′
=B1 · 12 · R
r′
(
r
r′
− r
2
r′2
)
· exp
(
− z
2
H2c
)
· sin
(
±m
η
· ln
(
r + b
R+ b
)
+
m
2
· φ
)
cos
(m
2
· φ
)
(47)
Here, φ0 occurs as a free parameter which is set to zero in
the last step.
Thus, for r > r′, the modified magnetic field in the MC
regions B±MC is given by
B±MC =B1 cos (±v(r) +mφ)
· exp
(
− z
2
H2c
) Rr∓η−1 · Rr+b
0

with v(r) = m · η−1 · ln
(
r + b
R+ b
)
(48)
For r < r′, it yields
B±MC = B1 exp
(
− z
2
H2c
)
R
r′
(
3r
r′
− 2r
2
r′2
)
cos (±v(r) +mφ)
·
 1∓ rη(r+b) (1 + 6(r−r′)2 r−3 r′ ( sin(±v(r)+mφ)−sin(±v(r))cos(±v(r)+mφ) ))
0
 .
(49)
The determination of B1 is performed by the same proce-
dure as in Section 3.3.1 and Equ. (9) where the average field
values BMC as calculated in Section 3.2 are used to deter-
mine the individual B1 values together with an individual
treatment of the volume factor α:
B1 = BMC/α . (50)
BMC and α are listed in Table 1.
From now on we suggest that r′ corresponds to a fraction
of the total radius of the MCs, here, r′ = R/10.
Magnetic field in the event horizon of SgrA* As the ambient
condition around a supermassive black hole is completely
different compared to a MC, we are not able to relate the Br
and Bφ component. Thus, we merely consider the φ com-
ponents of the magnetic field for this region and set m = 0
in order to ensure the divergence-free property. Moreover,
we use the relation Bφ ≈ ∓η−1 ·Br and set η = 1 as here it
appears just as a free parameter without any physical link.
For r > r′
B±SgrA∗ = ∓B1 · exp
(
− z
2
H2c
)
· R
r
·
(
0
1
0
)
(51)
and for r′ > r
B±SgrA∗ = ∓B1 ·exp
(
− z
2
H2c
)
R
r′
·
(
3
r
r′
− 2 r
2
r′2
)
·
(
0
1
0
)
. (52)
In doing so, we ensure Equ. (46), and due to Br = 0 the
total magnetic flux remains still zero. Additionally, we fulfill
the 1/r dependency as suggested by Eatough et al. (2013)
and Johnson et al. (2015).
Application of the horizontal field model to the inner 10 pc
As discussed above, two solutions B−mod and B
+
mod can
mathematically describe the horizontal magnetic field. The
difference between these two is based on the rotational di-
rection, and the observations should constrain the solutions.
In doing so, we apply our model to the central 10 pc around
SgrA* and compare the result to the model of Wardle &
Königl (1990) who fitted their model to the polarization
measurements of Hildebrand et al. (1990b).
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Fig. 10. Upper figure: model of Wardle & Königl (1990); middle
figure: visualisation ofB− (left) and bottom figure: visualisation
of B+ (right).
Figure 10 sketches the resulted two configurations of our
model using R = 5pc and η = 0.77 which are the parame-
ters around the CND. The comparison of these configura-
tions reveals the model B+ to fit most suitable to the data
of Hildebrand et al. (1990b). By assuming that all MCs in
CMZ are following the same rotational direction, we adopt
B+ for all MCs.
3.4. Total field and comparison with data
The total field in the CMZ is obtained by a superposition
of derived magnetic fields in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Btot = BCIC +
8∑
i=1
BCNTF,i +
12∑
i=1
B+MC,i + B
+
SgrA∗ (53)
The following figures are showing the total magnetic field
strength and the related configuration including the IC,
NTF and MC components. Furthermore, the dense molec-
ular clouds and non-thermal filaments are added in Figure
11.
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Fig. 11. The total magnetic field strength in the CMZ is given
in µG. The relative length of the arrows/pixels represents the
relative magnetic field strength.
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Fig. 12. The total magnetic field strength in the CMZ is given
in µG. Additionally, this figure relates the magnetic field to the
MC particle density in cm−3 and the NTFs schematically.
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Fig. 13. This figure illustrates a zoomed view of the Fig. 11.
In order to better recognition of the influence of local
objects such as the MCs, Fig. 13 provides a zoomed version
of Figure 11. The polarization map of Nishiyama et al.
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Fig. 14. Magnetic field configuration as derived in this work is visualized by black dashes lines and as measured by Nishiyama
et al. (2010) by colored dashed lines.
(2010) (Fig. 16) can be used in order to cross-check if our
results are an adequate description of the reality. Figure 15
shows the polarization map for the same region obtained
from the total magnetic field model. Here, the polarization
map of is not obtained by a cut with respect to the x
direction but by a sum over all configurations in the x
direction, respectively. In Figure 15, blurred configurations
indicate ambiguous polarization angle with respect to the
x direction.
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Fig. 15. Magnetic field configuration as derived in this work
visualized concerning the MCs and NTFs (colored contours).
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Fig. 16. Magnetic field configuration from Nishiyama et al.
(2010) visualized concerning the MCs and NTFs (colored con-
tours) as a function of the polarization degree.
At first glance, the field configuration measured by
Nishiyama et al. (2010) might seem chaotically distributed
and some artifact not well identifiable. For a better identi-
fication, Figure 16 visualizes the MCs and NTFs addition-
ally. Figure 14 simplifies the comparison for the reader by an
overlay of the Figures 15 & 16 The power of the investigated
model in this work can be seen in the great reproduction
of the detailed configuration. Many of the field lines firstly
seem to be chaotically oriented, but in fact, even these are
caused by some specific components or rather objects in
the CMZ. A good example is the field line configuration
at l = 0.6 − 0.7 deg and b = −0.1 deg which at the mea-
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surements is eye-catching by its circulated field lines as an
artifact but in reality, is caused by a superposition of Sgr
B2’s and IC’s magnetic field. Many other artifacts can be
explained in the same way.
The emergence of some discrepancies at higher longitudes,
e.g., in the corners, can have different reasons:
– CMZF is mainly based on the mass distribution which
decreases at higher longitude and is therefore in these
regions subdominant as the CMZ region ends there
– the dynamical effect of the MCs due to their orbit in
the CMZ Kauffmann et al. (2017a) which varies in the
longitudinal as well as in the latitudinal range, may lead
to the discrepancy
However, the most relevant structures in the region |l| <
1.35° and |b| < 0.6° are well described by the model de-
rived here and indicate a dominant regular magnetic field
in regions with high coincidence, e.g., |b| < 0.3°. A qual-
itative comparison is reached by calculating the devia-
tion of the measured polarization angle αNishiyama from
the expected polarization angle αCMZF following ∆α =
|αNishiyama − αCMZF|. In Figure 17, N(∆α) represents the
relative amount of the deviation ∆α which occurs within a
specific range (0°−10°, 10°−20°,... , 80°−90°) with respect
to the total number of polarization measurements.
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Fig. 17. The amount of deviations in the GBFD19 model, sep-
arated in 10° steps extending from 0° to 90° which is calculated
in the regions extending from −1.35° < l < 1.35° and diversifies
in the longitude −0.6° ≤ b ≤ 0.6° and −0.3° ≤ b ≤ 0.3°.
The same procedure is also done for the JF12 extrap-
olation in the GC region and the result are visualized by
Figure 18.
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Fig. 18. The amount of deviations in JF12 separated in 10°
steps extending from 0° to 90° which is calculated in the re-
gions extending from −1.35° < l < 1.35° and diversifies in the
longitude −0.6° ≤ b ≤ 0.6° and −0.3° ≤ b ≤ 0.3°.
4. Impact on cosmic ray propagation - a first
comparison
In this section, the impact of the magnetic field configu-
ration on cosmic-ray propagation is tested by comparing
the magnetic field model of the CMZ as derived in this
paper with the standard field used in cosmic-ray propa-
gation presented in Jansson & Farrar (2012) (abbreviated
as JF12 in the following). The JF12 model has been de-
veloped in order to have a good description of the global
Galactic field model. Updates of this original field that im-
prove the divergence-freeness as well as the continuity of
the field have been presented recently by Unger & Farrar
(2019); Kleimann et al. (2018). It is explicitly mentioned by
the authors that this model is not optimized for propaga-
tion in the Galactic Center region. We want to compare our
results with the JF12 field nevertheless in order to quantify
the influence of the magnetic field configurations. Secondly,
the JF12 field is often used for global cosmic-ray propaga-
tion and that includes the central region in which the source
density is high. Some influence of the local B-field config-
uration on the large-scale cosmic-ray picture can therefore
still be present.
Here, we simulate the propagation of particles with
the open-source tool CRPropa (Armengaud et al. 2007;
Alves Batista et al. 2016; Merten et al. 2017). CRPropa
was written originally for the propagation of extragalactic
particles in intergalactic magnetic fields (Armengaud et al.
2007) and updated with a modern, modular structure in
Alves Batista et al. (2016). Propagation is done in discrete
steps by solving the equation of motion. For low-energy
particles, i.e. below knee-energies, this method is inappli-
cable due to the highly diffusive nature and connected to
that computationally long propagation times of the parti-
cles. Therefore, most recently, the tool has been extended
by adding an alternative propagation scheme, in which the
transport equation is solved via the method of stochas-
tic differential equations (SDEs) (Merten et al. 2017). The
latter method works with pseudo-particles and is there-
fore well-compatible with the original CRPropa framework.
This software is well-suitable for our tests as the propa-
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gation environment can be adjusted due to the modular
structure of the code.
In each of the simulations presented here, we use the
multi-particle picture, i.e. the solution of the transport
equation. We design a Galactic Center environment in a box
of (∆X×∆Y,×∆Z) = (234×234×234) pc3 and two differ-
ent magnetic field configurations: (1) GBFD19 [this work]
and (2) JF12. Into this enviroment, we inject 105 particles
in the center of the simulation box, (X, Y, Z) = (0, 0, 0).
These particles are propagated in a discrete time step of
∆ti = 1 pc/c for 234 times. This way, 234 time steps exist
and in each time step, the particles start at the position that
they had reached the time step before, ∆ti−1. The maxi-
mum distance from the center that can be reached this way
by a single particle corresponds to 234 pc, in case of a dif-
fusive influence by the magnetic field, this distance can be
significantly shorter. The results are shown in Figures 19
(GBFD19) and 20 (JF12). In these figures, the images for
each time step (i = 1, . . . 234) are stacked.
The figures reveal that in the JF12 field, particles diffuse in
an approximately cylindrically symmetric structure, while
this work (GBFD19 ) leads to a dagger-shaped propagation
pattern. As an example, at a distance Y = ±100 pc and
Z = 0 pc and energies between 1 − 1000 TeV, the JF12
configuration results in a flux level close to zero particles.
The GBFD19 field, on the other hand, reaches a level of 103
protons at the same energy and distance. This show that
diffusion in the Y−direction is therefore much stronger in
the field presented in this work. In the JF12 model, the
particles rather propagate along the Z-axis. This picture is
futher emphasized by Figure 21, in which random example
trajectories are shown for the case of the GBFD19 field
(upper panel), the JF12 field (middle panel) and no field
at all (lowest panel). All particles start at the (X, Y, Z) =
(0, 0, 0). The colors of the trajectories go from dark (early)
to light (late times).
It is interesting to note that the detection of the Galactic
Center region reveal a PeVatron, i.e. gamma-rays that can
be associated with cosmic rays that reach energies up to a
PeV and that this emission shows a latitudinal extension
up to 220 pc (Abdalla et al. 2018). Further studies need to
show if this broad distribution could be due to the enhanced
latitudinal propagation of cosmic-rays in the magnetic field
configuration presented in this work.
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Fig. 19. Protons propagated in the GBFD19 field between 1−
1000 TeV (upper figure) and 1− 100 PeV (lower figure).
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Fig. 21. Proton trajectories at energies from 1 TeV to 10 PeV
with a steplength of 0.5 pc: upper-CMZF (this work), middle-
JF12 , bottom (No field). The passed time is proportional to
the color batch.
5. Summary & conclusion
At first, we summarize molecular cloud surveys from differ-
ent works and combine them with the proper gas structure
in the central 10 pc by Ferrière (2012). Further, we added
an adjusted diffuse gas model by Ferrière et al. (2007) and
identified this model as the ICM. Putting them all together
delivers an accurate 3d gas distribution in the CMZ.
Secondly, we summarize all information related to the mag-
netic field in the non-thermal filaments, ICM, and MC,
especially in the CND. Considering that the large-scale
magnetic field in the GC region was initially poloidal and,
hereafter, inside molecular clouds, this poloidal field got
sheared out horizontally, lead us to the choice of a realistic
divergence-free magnetic field description from Ferrière &
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Terral (2014) for the magnetic field in the ICM and NTFs.
In MCs, we adduct a relation between the initial poloidal
field and the sheared out horizontal field. Furthermore, we
adopt some parameters in our model to the CND region
which is modeled by Wardle & Königl (1990). Other re-
quired parameters are constricted by our calculations and
summarized in table 1, 2 & 3, and Equ. (16) moreover, Equ.
(4). As the poloidal field model does not apply to the MC
regions, we exclusively derive a new horizontal magnetic
field model for the MCs in the CMZ where the natural con-
figuration of the new model will be based on the conditions
in these regions.
Hereafter, we build a superposition of all components and
reconstruct a polarization map, which leads to a strong
agreement with Nishiyama et al. (2010). The application
of the first magnetic field model in the CMZ is carried by
the CR propagation tool CRPropa, which delivers the CR
trajectories. The results have been compared with the ex-
trapolated model in Jansson & Farrar (2012) and with no
field. Throughout this work, the composed model exhibits
its power and ability by strong agreement with the mea-
sured data.
Future magnetic field models of our Galaxy demand a con-
tinuous description without any lack of area. For this pur-
pose, this work can be connected with any previous mod-
els such as the JF12. For doing so, BICC has to be mod-
ified, and a further azimuthal component included which
ensure the continuous differentiability and the divergence-
free property at the breakpoint of the former field. However,
the average value of 10 µG within the CMZ still has to be
maintained.
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